Join ZSR’s Digital Scholarship team for a week of hands-on digital humanities instruction. Participants will receive a $500 stipend for attending this 5-day workshop and learning new applications for digital mapping, digital exhibit building, data mining, and textual analysis.

2 opportunities to join us:

**MAY 14 - 18 OR AUGUST 6 - 10**

**SURVEY**
DH projects and tools

**MINE**
Texts for new patterns

**MAP**
Research in new ways

**SHOWCASE**
Research and Visual Resources

**Concepts, Tools, and Questions for Digital Humanities Scholarship**

**Day 1**

**Digital Mapping with QGIS and ArcGIS Story Maps**

**Day 2**

**Data Mining and Text Analysis with HathiTrust Research Tools**

**Day 3**

**Multimedia Exhibit Building with Omeka**

**Day 4**

**Conclusions, Customizations, and Further Collaborations**

**Day 5**

**REGISTER BY APRIL 7**

bit.ly/DH2018WFU

Participants will receive a $500 stipend. Lunch and coffee provided each day.